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Furthermore , teamwork is one of the important key as well. Trainee got a chance to work as a team with other people. As what mentioned before, teamwork is very important bacause it can determine the successful of given tasks. In real world, it is impossible for us to work alone. People might need others helps in order to complete the
tasks. During these 20 weeks, I work with my leader. While doing a job , a lot of communications needed between us.
In conclusion, the industrial training program is very good and can create the ptotential for students to better quality in the field they want to operate in teh present. During the training , I had a taste of how the real
atmosphere in the workplace, as well as good relationship of mutual help and cooperation during my industrial training. CONCLUSION During one semester training period, a lot of experience, knowledge and exposure that I have handy . All disclosures were awaken myself in a boost of self-confidence to face life more challenging now. Practical is a
complement to the science or theory learned. This is clearly the concept of science and charity, where they have learned without practice will be lost and will not give anything - what effect. So if we do without the knowledge of course there will be problems in terms of grip and stance ever - changing. During my industrial training, there are many
changes from the point of learning environments and discussion among colleagues. It can directly increase the dedication and rational attitude toward myself. However, there are still some weaknesses that can be improved in the future. Therefore I conclude that the industrial training program has provided many benefits to students even if there are
minor flaws that are somewhat disfiguring condition , so that this weakness can be rectified in the future. I can conclude that this industry is through training I received a lot of exposure in the computing world. I would like to thank also the Polytechnic Balik Pulau giving students - students find their own experience with having Industrial Training like
this. After undergoing a 23 weeks of industrial training at ESQUEL SDN.BHD., there are a lot of new knowledge that can be learned and I get to understand altogether on how this firm plays an important role in industrial field, especially in Quantity Surveying. Exposure that have been given to me by ESQUEL Sdn Bhd staff about the working and
technical aspect is a very meaningful knowledge to me in order to prepare myself before stepping into the real work environment on the upcoming days. I hope with the implication of the Industrial Training, there will be no more anomalous feelings when the students started working after they have finished their course later. The staff at ESQUEL
SDN. BHD are very helpful and friendly. They gave me a lot of exposure on the terms of reference and procedures related to the process of my work. Other than that, the exposure visiting the other EGM SDN BHD, meeting atmosphere and so on also give a useful knowledge to me. Exposure that were given to me at this firm can provide the picture on
a real-life situation, the task and responsibility that would be carried by some people on the field. Lastly, students involvement in industrial training like this can prove and further strengthen student's identity in undergoing training in technical field, in the same time making Polytechnic as practical platform of education. Apart from that, the format
report that needs to be done by students after undergoing industrial training also can train each of the student in preparing technical report that is complete, compact and in a right order that can be made as an important knowledge when they face a real situation later. This is fit with the Polytechnic objective that is to produce a workforce that are
high in quality and partially professional in this country 6.0
CONCLUSION Malaysia Marine and Heavy Engineering was a challenging place for students to do their internship program. By this internship program, I have gained a wide knowledge of secretarial job scope and also the technical works from my superiors, Marine Repair Business Unit
secretaries and colleagues from other department. The company provides me with the real working environment. Not only learning the general work scope here but the practical students also have got the opportunities to implement the work scope with their own strength and abilities during the internship. It was an advantage for me to be in the
QA/QC Division where I have boosted up my skills and abilities. The conclusion that I can make is that Malaysia Marine and Heavy Engineering is the right place for students to do their industrial training. In a nutshell, this internship has been an excellent and rewarding experience. I can conclude that there have been a lot I’ve learnt from my work
at Cemosis. Needless to say, the technical aspects of the work I’ve done are not flawless and could be improved provided enough time. As someone with no prior experience with Node.js whatsoever I believe my time spent in research and discovering it was well worth it and contributed to finding an acceptable solution to build a fully fonctional web
service. Two main things that I’ve learned the importance of are time-management skills and self-motivation. During the Industrial Training at Megamate Computer Holdings (M) Sdn. Bhd its technician department have long been exposed to various activities and tasks in this company indirectly, trainees also have to know every responsibility and
role in the company. Exposure to real working environment is good for student as trainers, especially to open the minds and brains to be more creative and highly knowledgeable, students can also identify and address issues that often arise in real work situations. It will further enhance the student's ability to think, learn independently and solve
problems effectively and more importantly can produce creative work, Keratins and quality. During training in technician department coach can identify some strengths and weaknesses of the company. However, this drawback can be overcome and repaired. Principles of organization and administrative functions play an important role in creating a
robust organizational planning, coordination and control is essential to coordinate all tasks. An organization must be established and excellent efficient and effective decision-making and planning, and this is the main principle in the management of an organization. Through the Industrial Training, it is clear that the training objectives have been
achieved during the training conducted for 20 weeks. Therefore, it can be concluded that all the exposure that has been given to the trainees during training is very useful and should be exploited in the future. Such training also can and will produce graduates who are knowledgeable and a great personality. Page 2 Appreciation is given to all
employees in Megamate Computer Holdings (M) sdn.bhd especially to Mr. Kevin who have provided guidance and personal tutoring during this period of Industrial Training. Mr. Kevin also gave a lot of information and help to complete our works. Moreover, Mr. Kevin give permission to use the equipment in this office. Moreover, I would like to
thank the Managing Department of Industrial Training Centre of Polytechnic Balik Pulau, especially to Mr. Affan and Mrs. Afni (Information Technology Industry Training Coordinator) for helping me to place me at industrial training center. In addition, I would also like to express my gratitude to the lecturers Department of Information Technology
and Communication Polytechnic Balik Pulau who have helped in the writing of this report, and to the other department’s next lecturer lecturers who visited me during the Industrial Training. And also, do not forget to my parents and families who have provided encouragement and support of mentally and physically, such as finance and also to
friends who have helped with comments and suggestions are very valuable.
Sincerely Thanks you, You're Reading a Free Preview Page 3 is not shown in this preview. As a student of Politeknik Balik Pulau, I have to undergo the industrial training for four month, from 1st December 2015 to
17th May 2013. I had chosen to do my practical training in one of the famous semiconductor factory, MEMC sdn.bhd @ Sunedison in Malaysia. As a student from the Programming course, I have been briefed and introduced to current and most used programming language in company . Although I am not familiar with the programming language , I
did not know exactly how to develop . I am glad that I had chosen MEMC as my industrial place. In here, I had finally understood every process how a IT act as a backbone of company esp programming language, I was given the opportunities to do the simple task such as network tracing .pc tracking,develop meeting room reservation programme and
many more. During the practical in Carsem, I had gained a lot of knowledge as well as working experience in IT department. Now, the growth of programmer is overwhelming. The opportunity offered from this field is increasing. By undergoing the practical in semiconductor. I had been exposed to the programmer working environment, which may
help me in my future career. During the period of practical, I learnt to be discipline and punctual. I have to go to work on time and pass up the task given for me on time as the date stated by the engineers. As a conclusion, I gain a lot of knowledge from this industrial training. Therefore, all the students from Politeknik Balik Pulau should undergo
industrial training. So the students can gain much more experience in the industrial field.
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